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Big Picture Changes
Implementation Timeline
Negotiated Rulemaking
Title I Set-aside for School Improvement
Charter school teacher credential
requirements
CSP Implementation
Accountability – will discuss in detail when
proposed rule is issued in next month or so

GOOD NEWS/ BAD NEWS: ESSA and CHARTER SCHOOLS
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1.

Shifts authority over most education policy decisions from federal to state, but this
means more uncertainty for charter school accountability.

2.

Gives states new flexibility for school rating systems, goals, and a system of school
supports/interventions, but charter advocates will need to work out new requirements
in context of state charter school law.

3.

Preserves annual assessments, but gives LEAs an opportunity to use alternate high school
assessments such as the SAT, ACT, PARCC or SBAC if a state decides to give districts the
option. (this could be good or bad news!)

4.

Gives states greater flexibility to direct federal funds to state-determined priorities, but
districts often have final say, and may not include non-LEA charter schools equitably.

5.

Eliminates highly qualified teacher requirements and teacher evaluation system
requirements created by waivers, but states may reopen charter teacher credential
requirements as a result.

6.

Makes important improvements to CSP program, but requirements aren’t in place for
FY2016 competition, and ED may do rulemaking this year to shape to their priorities.

WHAT WAS ELIMINATED, WHAT SURVIVED, WHAT IS NEW
Out with the Old

What Survived

What is New

Requirements to set “challenging”
academic achievement standards

Requirement to adopt “challenging”
state academic content standards

Standards must be aligned with creditbearing courses in college

Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP)

Annual testing in reading and math in
grade 3-8 and high school

Innovative assessment pilot, funding for
assessment audits

Grade-span testing in science

New assessment delivery options adaptive, roll up

Mandate to achieve universal proficiency
by a certain date
Federally defined sanctions including
supplemental educational services,
charter school conversions and school
choice

State participation in NAEP

School Improvement Grants (SIG) program
(replaced with a set aside)

95% participation requirement (states
determine consequences)

Race to the Top

Existing Title I formula

Highly qualified teachers requirement

“Supplement not supplant” and
“maintenance of effort” requirements
(with new flexibilities and possibly new
requirements depending on regulations)

Teacher evaluations based on student
achievement (required by waivers)

Disaggregated data for reporting and
accountability

Mandate for state-developed
accountability systems with limited federal
guardrails
Locally- and school-designed interventions
Optional set aside for “Direct Student
Services”
Weighted student funding pilot

Extended learning in 21st Century
Student Support and Academic Enrichment
block grants of $1.6 billion (if fully funded)
Improvements to Charter Schools Program
and funds for replication and expansion

TIMELINE: 2017-18 FIRST YEAR ESSA RULES IN EFFECT
2015-16 School Year: Bill Passage and Initial Rulemaking
Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

May

ED Rulemaking

ESSA passes.

Negotiated rulemaking
panel meets on
assessments, fiscal
requirements.

June
Draft rules
sent to
Congress for
review.

NPRM on
assessments,
SNS open for
public
comment.

(Dates are estimates.)

2016-17 School Year: Transition
July

August

Accountability
regulations
proposed for
comment

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

May

June

July

States Develop and Submit Plans

ED Rulemaking
ESEA Waivers
null and void.

States must continue interventions in identified schools (i.e., focus and priority schools).

Final regulations
released
(ongoing)
Competitive grant programs
take effect in new fiscal year
based on new program
structure.

Formula grant
programs take effect
for 2017-18 school year

New President
& Secretary

2017-18 School Year: New Systems in Place
August

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

May

June

New Accountability Systems Take Effect*

* It is not clear from the legislation when states will first be required to identify a new set of schools based on their accountability systems under ESSA (i.e., will the
identification be based on 2016-17 data or 2017-18 data). We hope to have more clarity on the timeline from the U.S. Department of Education in the coming months.

July

Proposed Rules:
Assessments and
Supplement not Supplant
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STATE ASSESSMENTS
•Reading and math: grades 3-8 and once in high school. High school assessment
may be a nationally recognized standardized assessment.
•Science: once in elementary, middle and high school.
•Flexibility: At state discretion, assessments may measure individual student
growth. In addition, they do not have to be a single, year-end summative assessment
and may include portfolios.
•Innovative Assessment Pilot will allow up to seven states to develop competency
based assessments and other innovations.

•Alternate Assessments for up to 1% of students with most significant cognitive
disabilities. Cap applies at state level. Proposed regulations detail implementation
and waiver requirements.
•NAEP: Maintains current law requirement to participate in NAEP.
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NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED HIGH SCHOOL ASSESSMENT OPTION

• A state may permit its LEAs (including charter LEAs) to select a
nationally recognized high school assessment to administer instead of
the state high school assessment.
• Proposed rules agreed to by the negotiated rulemaking committee set
the requirements that these assessments must meet.
• We obtained language that requires school districts to consult with
their charter schools if they decide to request this flexibility.
• Charter LEAs must consult with their authorizers to ensure such an
assessment is consistent with charter.
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STATUTORY CHANGES TO TITLE I SUPPLEMENT NOT SUPPLANT
•

ESSA eliminated the Title I test for compliance with supplement not supplant (SNS) that had been
applied to targeted assistance schools (below 40% poverty).

•

The test may no longer include a review of individual costs or services (as it did under NCLB).

•

Instead, to comply with the new SNS requirement, districts now have to demonstrate that “the
methodology used to allocate state and local funds to each school ... ensures that [the] school
receives all of the state and local funds it would otherwise receive if it were not receiving
assistance under this part.” (In other words, the method of distributing state and local funds must
ensure that schools get their due of state and local funding and that federal funds aren’t a factor.)
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•

The U.S. Department of Education has proposed draft rules that would require an equity test to
require districts to demonstrate that Title I and non-Title I schools are equally funded with state
and local dollars.

•

The negotiated rulemaking panel did not achieve consensus on this “equity” test, and Sen.
Alexander has voiced is strong opposition to these rules.

•

The National Alliance negotiator on the panel obtained language that ensure that charter school
LEAs (single schools LEAs) will not have to demonstrate SNS compliance.

PROPOSED REG CHANGES TO TITLE I SUPPLEMENT NOT SUPPLANT

• Proposed rules from ED would require, regardless of the LEA’s
methodology for allocating state and local funds, that it result in the
LEA spending an amount of state and local funds per pupil in each
Title I school that is equal to or greater than the average amount
spent per pupil in non-Title I schools.
• Negotiators were unable to come to an agreement that the statute
warranted this fiscal test to be applied to equalize expenditures.
• See:http://edworkforce.house.gov/uploadedfiles/sns_and_negotiated
_rulemaking_5-5-16.pdf for more information on the proposed rules.
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Funds for School
Turnaround,
Charter Restarts and
School Choice
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7% SET-ASIDE FOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
• States must set-aside 7% of Title I funds for school
improvement in school districts. ESSA does not specify
school improvement strategies

• This means that current SIG models, and Title I terms such
as turnaround, restructuring and corrective action are no
longer specified in law.
• Interested states and LEAs should be able to use these
funds to implement charter school restarts under ESSA.
• For more details see this blog post:
http://edexcellence.net/articles/school-choice-andsection-1003b-its-in-there
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7% SET-ASIDE FOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
Title I Strategy
Convert an existing school identified under Section 1111(c) into
a public charter school.
Prioritize strategies that incorporate charter school conversion,
replication, or expansion in applications for Section 1003(b)
subgrants.
Award funds directly to proven public charter school operators
to open new schools serving students who currently attend
eligible schools.
Award expansion grants to high-quality charter schools for the
expansion of their capacity to serve students attending eligible
schools.
Attract high-performing networks to open schools in an LEA
with significant numbers of students attending eligible schools
(or to restart low-performing schools).
Award grants to LEAs or nonprofits to attract and develop highpotential school leaders, such as through a leadership
development
program.
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ESSA
Section 1003(b)(1)(B)
Section 1003(b)

Section 1003(b)(1)(B)
Section 1111(d)(3)(B)(i)-(ii)

Section 1003(b)(1)(B)
Section 1111(d)(3)(B)(i)-(ii)
Section 1003(b)(1)(B)
Section 1003(b)(2)(C)

Section 1003(b)(1)(B)
Section 1003(b)(2)(C)
Section 1111(d)(3)(B)(i)-(ii)

OTHER CHOICE RELATED FUNDING IN TITLE I

• ESSA permits LEAs to use 5% of their Title I funds to transport
students to schools of choice, including charter schools.
• States may reserve up to 3% of their Title I funds for “Direct
Student Services”, which includes public school choice and
supplemental educational services.
• In New York, for example, alone this could be as much as $35
million for school choice related activities.
• See: http://chiefsforchange.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/Chiefs-for-Change-Direct-StudentServices-April-2016.pdf
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ESSA and Teacher
Credentials
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TITLE I TEACHER CREDENTIALS
ESSA DOES NOT REQUIRE TEACHERS TO BE HIGHLY
QUALIFIED

• ESSA eliminates the “Highly Qualified Teacher” definition and requirements
in Title I. This is effective immediately – there isn’t a transition period.
• Instead, Title I requires that all teachers and paraprofessionals working in a
program supported by Title I meet applicable State certification and licensure
requirements, including any requirements for certification obtained through
alternative routes to certification.
• ESSA does NOT place any requirements on states to have charter school
teacher credentials. They don’t have to have any particular standards in
place.
• In the absence of HQT, state charter law governs any requirements. Charter
law is what “applies”.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS ARE DIFFERENT
D-1b. If the definition of “highly qualified” is no longer applicable to special
education teachers, what are the federal requirements related to the
professional qualifications of those teachers?
Section 9214(d)(2) of the ESSA amended section 612(a)(14)(C) of the IDEA by incorporating
the requirement previously in section 602(10)(B) that a person employed as a special
education teacher in elementary school, middle school, or secondary school must: 1)
have obtained full certification as a special education teacher (including certification
obtained through alternative routes to certification), or passed the State special
education teacher licensing examination and hold a license to teach in the State as a
special education teacher, except that a special education teacher teaching in a public
charter school must meet the requirements set forth in the State’s public charter school
law; 2) not have had special education certification or licensure requirements waived on
an emergency, temporary, or provisional basis; and 3) hold at least a bachelor’s degree.
Each State must continue to comply with these certification requirements during the
2016-2017 school year. (Updated May 4, 2016)
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Source: http://www2.ed.gov/policy/elsec/leg/essa/faq/essatransitionfaqs050316.pdf

EXPANDING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
CHARTER SCHOOLS
(TITLE IV PART C)
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THE NEW CSP
STATE COMPETITION: 65%

CSP

• 7% quality authorizing activities
• 3% TA

FACILITIES FINANCING ASSISTANCE: 12.5%
• Credit Enhancement & State Facilities Incentive Program
STATE

FACILITIES
NATIONAL
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NATIONAL ACTIVITIES: 22.5%

• 80% CMO replication & expansion
• 9% Grants to charter schools in states without State grants
• 11% Technical Assistance

THE NEW CSP
STATE COMPETITION – WHAT’S NEW FOR FY 2017 ?
•

The SEA Is no longer the only eligible applicant. ESSA expands eligibility to
– State charter school boards
– Governors
– Charter school support organizations

•

Prioritizes states that provide facilities assistance and equitable funding, among
other current law priorities such as a non-LEA authorizer or appeals process.
New application requirements and assurances that address community engagement,
authorizer quality (7% of funding), monitoring and equitable access to charter
schools.
Permits states to award replication grants and grants to expand schools by one or
more grades.
Requires at least three state grants to be awarded every year.

•

•
•
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THE NEW CSP
ESSA ADDRESSES KEY ISSUES IN CSP
Feeder
Patterns
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• Permits grantees to automatically enroll students attending the
immediate prior grade of an affiliated school. Grantees must fill any
openings due to attrition through a lottery.

Weighted
Lotteries

• Codifies recent guidance to allow schools to serve more educationally
disadvantaged students; clarifies that weighted lotteries are permitted
unless prohibited by state law.

High quality
charter
school

• Establishes a federal definition of high quality charter schools based on
student proficiency, growth and other indicators. This definition is
different from current definition used for CMO competition.

Faux
Charter
Schools

• Strengthens state application requirements to ensure start-up grants are
awarded to educational entities that have true autonomy over budget,
operations, and personnel and that intend to operate as a charter school
after their start-up grant expires

Title I Hold
Harmless

• Codifies current guidance requiring that new and significantly expanding
charter schools receive their appropriate Title I allocations while meeting
Title I allocation hold harmless requirements.

THE NEW CSP
WEIGHTED LOTTERIES

- Current CSP guidance (E-3a) requires SEAs to submit
evidence to the U.S. Department of Education for approval.

- This requirement has led to some degree of federal
micromanagement of algorithms and weights.
- What should the federal role be in oversight of weighted
lotteries?
- Is it be acceptable for states using such lotteries to provide
assurances in the CSP application rather than the currently
required evidence and review process?
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THE NEW CSP
GRANTS FOR REPLICATION AND EXPANSION OF HIGH
QUALITY SCHOOLS

• CMO replication & expansion competition is similar to current
competition
• Creates priorities for diverse schools, CMOs that have taken over
low performing schools, high schools and dropout recovery
• Unlike current competition, ESSA does not require that grantee
CMOs serve high poverty population (more than 60%).
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IMPLICATIONS FOR 2016
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2016 IMPLICATIONS

ESSA CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS
Charter school leaders must be consulted in a timely
and meaningful way on the development of
• Title I SEA and LEA plans
• Title I Committee of Practitioners
• Title II SEA and LEA Plans
• LEA application for Student Support and
Academic Enrichment Grants
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IMPLICATIONS FOR 2016

• Now is the time to engage on Title I assessments and accountability,
especially at the state level.

• CSP SEA competition: The Department used very similar priorities
and eliminated 2 of the selection criteria from last year. Applications
are due June 1, 2016.
• CMO Competition: Applications are due June 24, 2016.

• We will be submitting comments on all proposed regulations, which
will mainly address Title I.
• We are also requesting guidance on an ongoing basis.
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REFERENCE AND RESOURCES

PUBLICCHARTERS.ORG/ESSA

Every Student Succeeds Act
ED.GOV/ESSA
ESSA Transition FAQs
Sign up for email updates and news about ESSA
Send questions to essa.questions@ed.gov
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QUESTIONS

For More Information…
Gina Mahony, Senior Vice President
gina@publiccharters.org

Christy Wolfe, Senior Policy Advisor
christy@publiccharters.org
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